Dear Students,

We would like to invite you to be a part of our study buddy program at Flensburg Campus. The ‘Study-Buddy Programme’ was founded by ‘Studentenwerk Schleswig Holstein’ to make the stay of international students as pleasant as possible.

Every student that signs up for the program will get their German counterpart that would help them get around in Germany. Therefore the international students can ask their study buddies about any question regarding organization or just spend time with each other. The main aim of the program is the integration on the Campus.

We also would like to offer our support to international students in winter semester 2010. Therefore we would be happy about you signing up and supporting our program!!!

The Study-Buddy Programme gives you fantastic opportunity to meet students from all over the world, to make intercultural experiences, and of course improve your language knowledge!

If you would like to be a member of our team just send following information to tutor_flensburg@yahoo.com or tutor.flensburg@studentenwerk-s-h.de

Name and surname:

Nationality:

Birthday date:

Studied course:

Language:

Hobbies:

Address in Flensburg:

Email:

As soon as we received your information we are going to search for fitting study buddy counterpart for you and we will get you in touch with him/her.

For further information you can visit our website www.studentenwerk-s-h.de and look under international.

All the best,

Tutor Flensburg
Studentenwerk Schleswig-Holstein
Lucas
Study Buddy is a project aimed to promote integration and communication between international and German students:

**STUDY BUDDY**

means

- Intercultural Exchange
- Seminars and cultural Events
- International Parties
- an international network of friends
- improvement of your language skills

Registration:

Tutorin Flensburg
Bafög/BaSIS, Big Mensa, Room 207
Tutor.flensburg@studentenwerk-s-h.de
www.studentenwerk-s-h.de
(International/ Tutors)